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In this article, we'll discuss how to capture the traffic of our Android app using a tool called Charles Proxy. I recommend you keep reading, you'll love it! At least we love here at Apiumhub. Web app development immediately reviews and analyzes all http requests made. Customer requests and server responses are easy to trace and
reproduce. Instead, when you're working with a mobile device, both physical and virtual, the analysis of this traffic is not so trivial. Therefore, we will present a tool that is very useful, as in the case covered in this article, as in many others, Charles Proxy.This tool can be used to monitor all traffic http and HTTPS, using for it certificates that
the proxy itself provides to us, with a duration of 24 hours. SETUP CHARLES PROXYFirst of all we will tune our Proxy Charles. To do this, let's proxy the menu and follow these steps: Proxies zgt; Proxy Settings: We're leaving the default port and activate Turn Transparent HTTP Proxies zgt; lL Proxy Settings: Activate Enable SSL Proxies
and we'll add a new entry in places (Host: For this, when the launch time it arrives, we'll have to pass our Charles Proxy IP as a variable medium (in Charles Proxy: Help for the local IP address), with something similar to the next command:emulator-netdelay-netpeed-no-o-http://:8888 we had to create Charles, we also have to change the
value of the port)As soon as the emulator is open, we will install a certificate that Charles Proxy gives us by opening this URL from our mobile browser. as shown in the following picture: this should be enough by putting the name and accepting the installation. Once all these steps are made, we go to Charlesproxy and click on the Start
Entry button (or also, with a proxy for the start of the record) and now you will have any HTTP/HTTPS traffic exit from your mobile phone. I leave you with a screenshot of the final result: If you are interested in getting job offers in Barcelona, tips regarding Charles Proxy and software development in general, subscribe to our newsletter
here. If you enjoyed reading this article about Charles Proxy, you can... Before I leave you, I would just like to point out that if you are looking for a new job as a software developer, you should definitely take a look at our vacancies. Android charlesproxy software emulator yes, another post related to Charles. Why do I have so many of
them? Well, for example, I love this tool (if you couldn't already tell from my other posts), but also because Есть&lt;/ip-proxy&gt; &lt;/emulador&gt; &lt;/emulador&gt; experienced developers who are trying to figure out how to debug http requests. For this particular post, I'll go on how you can use Charles not only to listen at all the http
requests flowing in and out of your Android emulator, but how you can still use it to do some advanced debugging for Android Webviews. The real case of use It seems that oftly a specific case of use to go. Yes, but it's real. I am currently an engineer at LinkedIn and if you are not the most anti-social person in the world, you have probably
heard of them. LinkedIn has both the Android and iOS app, but I sometimes have to add new features or fine-tune existing features based on The Android Code. LinkedIn is huge and has hundreds of engineers providing new features for both of these apps regularly, so even if apps are built in their native language, there are still features
in the app that are not native, i.e. some features are built using WebViews. I'm not going to go into any arguments around the native against non-natives, there are already a lot of discussions around this. My team happens to have some of our features built in their native language and some features built as WebViews. I'm often asked to
add new features or fix problems that may arise that may arise in WebViews or API interactions with our services. These problems can occur in PROD, and since we're dealing with both native and non-skin code, sometimes it's not as easy as setting up a break point. So let's go back to the basics of working on ://www. ://www. ://www.
://www. ://www.com.a. Setting up Charles for your Android device/emulator for the purposes of this exercise, I will be running an Android 7.1.1 emulator on my MacOS. Setting up your phone's proxy phone in order to start listening to http requests, you first need to set up your device's proxy so that all your requests can flow through
Charles. To do this, you'll need our local IP address. The easiest way to get this is to open Charles and on the toolbar to go to help → local IP address. Copy and paste this IP address somewhere for longer use. On your Android emulator, make sure your emulator is also Wi-Fi and instead via mobile data. You'll then want to update your
device's proxy access point with this IP address. The location for this setting will vary for each version of Android, but should be similar in all versions. If you're on Android 7.1, open your device settings and then wirelessly go to cellular networks → Access Point Names and change your existing active APN by clicking on it. On this screen,
click Proxy on the IP address you found earlier, as well as port to 8888. Don't forget to press the menu button in the top right corner of the toolbar and click save! That's it! Open the device's browser or make any http requests, you will start Charles intercepts these requests! If you're intercepting requests from an Android emulator for the
first time, you can get a request from Charles to accept incoming requests. Make sure to approve these requests. Now that you're intercepting requests, you may notice that you can see all the information from your HTTP queries, but not from your HTTPS queries. Keep in mind that you need to set up an SSL proxy to view any secure
query. To do this, let's install a Charles Root Certificate on the emulator. Install a Charles Root Certificate To install a root certificate, open Charles and go to the toolbar to help → SSL Proxying → Install a Root Certificate on your mobile device. This will open a pop-up that prompts you to the URL, which is a direct download for the Charles
SSL certificate. You can download this on your computer and then throw it into the emulator, but the easier way is to open the Chrome browser on the Android emulator and just go to the next URL: . Since we are already setting up Charles with your emulator, you should be able to download the certificate on your device. Once
downloaded you will be asked to provide the name of the certificate and then click OK and follow any instructions to set up the pin lock screen/pattern/etc. now the certificate must be installed on your device! If you ever want to edit/view/delete it, you can find it in the security → settings → user credentials. Now for any HTTPS requests that
Charles intercepts, you can right click on the query, select Enable SSL proxy, and now all requests for that domain will be viewed! Charles's shoulder to fine-tune WebViews on the fly Is All the hard part being done. THE HTTP/HTTPS requests are edged through Charles on your Android Device, and now you want to debug on your app's
web browsing. To do this, it's actually not that hard, and it's already well documented and detailed on Google's official documentation: Remote Debugging Of WebViews. You can accurately follow these instructions, or TL;DR can be found below: Hang the following code block in your WebView if (Build.VERSION.SDK_INT's
Build.VERSION_CODES kitcat) - WebView.setWebContentsDebingEnabled (admittedly); Open a new Chrome tab on your computer, and go to chrome://inspect When you open WebView, the view will appear in your Chrome tab, then you can just click check to start using remote wringing. From this point, debugging is no different than
running developer tools against any web application. So how does Charles fit into this equation? Well, the fun comes from asset changes. If you are reading my previous post about Charles's capabilities, then you Follow the same instructions to swap assets on the fly! This is extremely useful for debugging any WebView that may already
be in production or check small settings without Any of the source codes checked! That's you doing it, just make sure to change the block of code from the earlier look like this: if (Build.VERSION.SDK_INT qgt; Build.VERSION_CODES. KITKAT) - WebView.setWebContentsDebuggingEnabled (admittedly); The following two lines help
disable asset caches in a hot asset exchange through Charles webView.getSettings (.setAppCacheEnabled (false); webView.getSettings ().setCacheMode (WebSettings.LOAD_NO_CACHE); Remember, Charles is your best friend - if you are dealing with any project that includes the Internet, there is no excuse not to use it. This will save
you hours of debugging and you will look like a professional doing it. Happy coding! This article describes the steps you need to set up an Android device to proxy the network through Charles, which is useful for troubleshooting or debugging The Tealium implementation for Android. In this article: Table Content Filler Settings Proxi Charles
Use the following steps to customize Charles's Proxy: Go to the proxy of the proxy set-up. In the Proxy tab, enter 8888 in the box http Proxy Port. Go to the proxy proxy settings of the SSL. Click on the SSL Proxying tab and check the Enable SSL Proxy box to set up your location. By default, Charles will only perform SSL proxies for
specific domains that you include in the list. To keep a list of all the URLs you want to check, you can use the location as a wildcard, and the SSL proxy will be enabled for all domains: If your app stops functioning properly, it's possible that the app rejects the self-signed certificate from Charles Proxy. If this happens, disable the match
wildcard and list only Tealium domains. Recommended domains: No.tealiumiq.com.tiqcdn.com. You can leave this box blank because Charles will set it automatically. Identify your IP address to go to the system preferences of the network's Wi-Fi zgt; Advanced TCP/IP. On the Mac, you can hold the Option key by clicking on the network
icon in the system tray. Please note the IPV4 address as it will be needed in later steps. Set up an Android device to use Charles's Proxy Use the following steps to customize your Android device to use the Charles proxy: Go to the settings of the Wi-Fi. Tap and hold the power key on the Wi-Fi Network you're currently connected to. When
modal displays, choose The Modify Network. Select Advanced Show Options to display proxy options. Under the proxy, choose a Guide. In the Proxy Host Name box, enter the IPV4 address you previously saved from the development machine. In the Proxy Port field, enter 8888, just like when setting up Charles. Save to save the settings
and exit. Open the browser on your device for testing. Charles displays a dialogue that encourages you to resolve or disprove the SSL proxy. Click Allow.If you are not asked to allow sSL proxy, SSL, Charles and try again. Go to from your device and download the Charles SSL certificate. On the new versions of Android, you can get an
error when downloading, such as download unsuccessfully. If that happens, use the following instructions: Go to help the SSL proxy zgt; keep charles root certificate. Change the type of file from .pem by default to .cer and save in a place you'll remember later. Transfer the .cer file to your device using an SD card, USB cable, or remote
transmission, such as Google Drive. Open a file from a file manager such as Android File Manager, or from a third-party file manager such as File Commander.You, will be asked to keep the certificate. Continue the remaining steps. Name the certificate and take it as a trusted certificate. Make sure you disable or remove it when full. Once
you've installed the certificate, you'll be asked to set up a PIN. Add a new PIN when you request it. Additional configuration steps for Android N and above, like Android N, additional area steps are needed to add configuration to the app, so he trusts SSL certificates generated by Charles SSL proxies. This means that you can only use SSL
proxies with the applications you control. To set up the app to trust Charles, you must first add a network security configuration file to the app. This file can override the default system, allowing your app to trust user-established CA certificates, such as the Charles Root certificate. In the configuration file, you can also specify that this only
applies to application debugging builds, so production builds use the default trust profile. Use the following steps to add a network security configuration file and a link to the file in your app's manifest: Use the following example to create a security network configuration file. Name the file network_security_config.xml. !-- Trust user added
CAs while debuggable only ---gt; zlt'certificates src'gt;lt/certificates/certificates/zgt; trust-anchors'gt; zlt;zlt;zlt;zgt;zlt;zgt;zlt;debug network_security_config-overrides'gt; Next, use the following example to add a link to network_security_config.xml in the manifest for your app. &lt;?xml version=1.0 encoding=utf-8?&gt;&lt;manifest ...=&gt;
&lt;application android:networksecurityconfig=@xml/network_security_config ...=&gt; ... For more information, go to Charles Proxy SSL certificates and scroll down to the Android section. Tips for Filtering Network Traffic View Next Table Tips used to filter your network traffic view: Filter action filter on the device to make sure you only view
traffic from your Android device, not a local machine, go to the Proxy menu and unobstructed macOS/Windows proxies. Proxy. The move will disable Charles's proxy for local traffic from your machine, and Charles will only display traffic from remotely connected Filter devices on your traffic filter domain to view only what you're interested
in by clicking on the Sequence tab in Charles and using the filter box to filter through the domain, such as collect.tealiumiq.com. Regex is also an option if you include it in search settings. Turning on Regex allows you to use 0.tealiumiq.com to view all hits other on Tealium servers. Cleaning the certificate and removing the PIN from your
Android device is optional. Use the following steps to clear the certificate, remove the PIN, or both: Open the Settings app on your Android device. Go to the clear Credentials at the bottom of the list of options. Click Clear Credentials. Confirm that you want to clean up your credentials. To remove the PIN, go to the settings of the screen's
lock screen and delete the PIN. More Resources Charles: SSL Proxy Tealium: Set up Charles proxy your iOS device ☰ ☰
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